SIGNIFICANT ROADSIDE ENVIRONMENT AREA (SREA) SIGNS

The SREA signs identify areas to:
- warn roadside workers to take care when operating in the area
- highlight the features of the roadside to the public and promote awareness
- provide a contact for further information

Printing:
- Edit Illustrator artwork layer 'Editable Text'
- See logo position layer for size guide to insert logo
- White sign base, CMYK print - UV ink suitable for outdoor use
- Add UV/anto Graffiti coat over printed sign front

Installation:
- all signs must be erected parallel to the road - for safety reasons the signs are not to be erected to be read by passing traffic
- where the area is a natural corridor, signs should be erected at the start and end of the site
- where both sides of the road are assessed as significant, signs should be erected on both sides.

Install parallel to the road